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1. Introduction

The electronic ground state of octahedral d6 iron(II) complexes
is either the high-spin (HS) 5T2g(t

4
2ge

2
g) state at low ligand-field

strength or the low-spin (LS) 1A1g(t
6
2ge

0
g) state at high ligand-

field strength. Complexes with an LS ground state for which
the HS state is sufficiently close in energy can exhibit the phe-
nomenon of spin-crossover, that is, the entropy-driven thermal
transition from the LS state, populated at low temperatures, to
the HS state, populated at higher temperatures.[1–3] For spin-
crossover compounds, the zero-point energy difference be-
tween the two states DEoHL=EoHS�EoLS is typically of the order of
100–1000 cm�1. For iron(II) systems the associated entropy dif-
ference is typically between 4 and 7 cm�1K�1.[4] X-ray structures
of iron(II) spin-crossover compounds in the LS and HS states
show that the spin transition is accompanied by a considerable
elongation of the iron–ligand bond lengths. This is consistent
with the promotion of two electrons from the essentially non-
bonding t2g orbitals to the antibonding eg orbitals. Thus, for
iron(II) spin-crossover complexes with an N6 first coordination
sphere, representing the vast majority of iron(II) spin-crossover
complexes known to date, the change in Fe�N distance,
DrHL= rHS�rLS, is found to be in the range of 0.16–0.22 ;.[5–11]

The important lengthening of the iron–ligand bond and con-
comitant geometry changes give rise to a large increase of the
molecular volume, DVHL=VHS�VLS. Experimentally, this has
been evidenced by a change of the crystal volume associated
with the spin transition of 15–30 ;3 per molecular unit.[8, 12–14]

Such a large difference of the molecular volume makes the
spin-crossover phenomenon sensitive to external pressure as

well as to variations in the second coordination sphere,[15] and
it is responsible for the cooperative effects often observed in
neat spin-crossover compounds.
The spin transition can also be optically triggered by using

laser excitation into metal–ligand charge transfer (MLCT) or
d–d absorption bands to convert molecules efficiently from
the LS state to the HS state. This discovery, made by McGarvey
and Lawthers[16,17] and used to study the HS!LS relaxation in
solution, was followed by the observation of Decurtins et al.
[18,19] that at cryogenic temperatures, the HS!LS relaxation be-
comes so slow that iron(II) spin-crossover systems can be trap-
ped quantitatively in the HS state, a phenomenon now known
under the acronym of LIESST (light-induced excited spin-state
trapping). The mechanism for the light-induced LS!HS con-
version is schematically shown in Figure 1.
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In the iron(II) low-spin complex [Fe(bpy)3]
2+ , the zero-point

energy difference between the 5T2g(t
4
2ge

2
g) high-spin and the

1A1g(t
6
2g) low-spin states, DE0HL, is estimated to lie in the range of

2500–5000 cm�1. This estimate is based on the low-temperature
dynamics of the high-spin!low-spin relaxation following the
light-induced population of the high-spin state and on the as-
sumption that the bond-length difference between the two states
DrHL is equal to the average value of �0.2 C, as found experi-
mentally for the spin-crossover system. Calculations based on
density functional theory (DFT) validate the structural assumption
insofar as the low-spin-state optimised geometries are found to
be in very good agreement with the experimental X-ray structure
of the complex and the predicted high-spin geometries are all

very close to one another for a whole series of common GGA
(PB86, PW91, PBE, RPBE) and hybrid (B3LYP, B3LYP*, PBE1PBE)
functionals. This confirmation of the structural assumption un-
derlying the estimation of DE0HL from experimental relaxation rate
constants permits us to use this value to assess the ability of the
density functionals for the calculation of the energy difference be-
tween the HS and LS states. Since the different functionals give
values from �1000 to 12000 cm�1, the comparison of the calcu-
lated values with the experimental estimate thus provides a strin-
gent criterion for the performance of a given functional. Based
on this comparison the RPBE and B3LYP* functionals give the
best agreement with experiment.
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In a larger context LIESST is not restricted to spin-crossover
compounds. It is likewise possible to achieve a light-induced
population of the HS state in LS complexes such as the title
complex [Fe(bpy)3]

2+ . Albeit, for these complexes the HS!LS
relaxation is generally considerably faster than for spin-cross-
over complexes. As described in more detail below, the HS!
LS relaxation is a non-adiabatic process[20] with pure tunnelling
below �50 K and a thermally activated behaviour at elevated
temperatures,[21,22] the most relevant parameters being DrHL
and DEoHL. Whereas for spin-crossover complexes these are di-
rectly accessible experimentally (the former from X-ray crystal-
lography, the latter in the form of DHo

HL from the thermal tran-
sition curve extrapolated to T!0[23,24]), this is not the case for
LS complexes.
Although a description of the electronic structure of the

complexes based on ligand-field theory (LFT) serves to rational-
ise qualitatively most of the observations on spin-crossover
systems to date,[25,26] LFT does not provide numerical values of
the geometric and energetic factors at the required level of ac-
curacy. We aim to improve our understanding of the photo-
physical properties not only of iron(II) spin-crossover systems
but for iron(II) complexes in general using quantum chemical
methods. Such methods are expected to give a description of
the complexes that complements and quantitatively goes
beyond their characterisation based on LFT alone. They are
indeed essential for LS complexes for which the direct experi-
mental determination of the relevant parameters is not possi-
ble.

Generally the large number of atoms in the complexes of in-
terest, including [Fe(bpy)3]

2+ , precludes the use of computa-
tionally demanding high-level ab initio (i.e. , wavefunction-
based) methods, in contrast to methods based on density
functional theory (DFT), which can efficiently be applied to sys-
tems of such size. In two previous papers,[27,28] we compared
the results of density functional calculations with the results of
high-level ab initio calculations for the description of the
simple [Fe(H2O)6]

2+ and [Fe(NH3)6]
2+ complexes in the LS and

HS states. In this paper, we extend our investigation of iron(II)
complexes to the analysis of the low-temperature tunnelling
process in the HS!LS relaxation dynamics for a LS complex.
Specifically, we examine the extension of the relaxation model
used for spin-crossover systems with the well-established cor-
relation between the low-temperature tunnelling rate constant
and the thermal transition temperature as a measure for
DEoHL

[26] to the LS complex [Fe(bpy)3]
2+ , and we relate the re-

sults to the relevant parameters as derived by density function-
al calculations.

2. The HS!LS Relaxation and the Zero-Point
Energy Difference

HS!LS intersystem crossing may be observed for any iron(II)
complex with a LS electronic ground state, that is, for iron(II)
spin-crossover compounds but also for iron(II) LS compounds.
However, because of the larger zero-point energy difference,
the relaxation rates reported for the latter are considerably
faster than for spin-crossover compounds. Thus, whereas for
spin-crossover compounds at cryogenic temperatures, relaxa-
tion rate constants, kHL(T!0), are typically between 10�6 to
10�1 s�1, those for LS complexes are on the microsecond-to-
submicrosecond timescale. For [Fe(bpy)3]

2+ (Figure 2), for in-
stance, they vary between �104 s�1 and �108 s�1, depending
on the complex environment.[29–31]

As proposed by Buhks et al. ,[20] the HS!LS relaxation in
spin-crossover compounds of first-row transition metal ions is

Figure 1. Configurational coordinate diagram along the totally symmetric
breathing mode for an iron(II) complex with an LS 1A1g(t

6
2g) ground state.

Only the potential wells of the ground state and the first excited state,
namely the 5T2g(t

4
2ge

2
g) HS state are explicitly shown, higher excited ligand-

field and metal–ligand charge transfer (MLCT) states are indicated schemati-
cally. The potential wells of the LS and HS states are plotted assuming equal
vibrational frequencies, �hw, for the two states. Quantum efficiencies for the
light-induced population of the HS state are generally close to unity.[26]

Figure 2. View of the X-ray structure[84] of [Fe(bpy)3]
2+ in the LS state: the

complex possesses a D3 site symmetry. The atom labelling is indicated.
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basically a radiationless non-adiabatic multiphonon process oc-
curring between two distinct zero-order spin states character-
ised by different nuclear configurations. Given that the metal–
ligand bond is shown to undergo the largest structural
changes, the reaction coordinate Q is naturally taken as the to-
tally symmetric breathing mode. Figure 1 shows a cross section
of the LS and HS potential-energy surfaces along the Q coordi-
nate. Harmonic potentials with equal force constants, f, and
equal vibrational frequencies, �hw, are assumed for mathemati-
cal simplicity. Also, in this single-configurational-coordinate
model, DQHL, the horizontal displacement of the two potential
wells relative to each other is given by DQHL=

ffiffiffi
6
p

DrHL. The
theory of nonadiabatic multiphonon relaxation leads to the fol-
lowing Equation (1) for the low-temperature tunnelling rate
constant:[32]

kHLðT ! 0Þ ¼ 2p

�h2w
b2
HLjhcnjc0ij2 ð1Þ

For iron(II) systems with DS=2 (S being the total electronic
spin), the electronic-coupling matrix element bHL= hFLS jhSO j
FHSi comes from second-order spin–orbit coupling and takes
on a value of �150 cm�1.[20] The reduced energy gap n=DEoHL/
�hw is a dimensionless measure for the vertical displacement of
the potential wells of the initial HS and final LS states relative
to each other. j hcn jc0i j 2 is the Franck–Condon factor, that is,
the squared overlap of the wavefunction of the lowest vibra-
tional level of the HS state, from which the low-temperature
relaxation exclusively occurs, with the wavefunction of the nth
vibrational level of the LS state, as required by the principle of
energy conservation. Inspection of Figure 1 shows the Franck–
Condon factor to be a function of both DEoHL as well as DQHL.
In the case of the harmonic approximation with equal force
constants it can be expressed as Equation (2):

jhcnjc0ij2 ¼
Sne�S

n!
ð2Þ

where [Eq. (3)]

S ¼ ð1=2ÞfDQ
2
HL

�hw
ð3Þ

The quantity S, the Huang–Rhys factor, is a dimensionless
measure of the horizontal displacement of the potential wells
relative to each other. Using the model values of �hw=

250 cm�1 for the average vibrational frequency of the active
modes, f=2J105 dyncm�1 for the corresponding force con-
stant, and DQHL=

ffiffiffi
6
p

DrHL=0.5 ; for the bond-length differ-
ence expressed in terms of the totally symmetric stretch vibra-
tion, a value of S of 40–50 can be estimated.[32]

Figure 3 shows the low-temperature tunnelling rate constant
on a logarithmic scale versus DEoHL calculated according to
Equations (1)–(3), and using the above model values for the
relevant parameters. Figure 3 includes the experimental points
for a range of spin-crossover complexes from ref. [26] . (Note
that whereas in ref. [26] the x axis corresponds to the transition
temperature T1/2 for the thermal spin transition, the x axis in

Figure 3 corresponds to DEoHL. The two are intimately related:
[22]

DEoHL�DHo
HL�T1/2DSoHL, with an average value of DSoHL

�5 cm�1K�1). The experimental points all lie within the range
predicted for S=40–50. Figure 3 also indicates the above-men-
tioned range of low-temperature relaxation rate constants ob-
served for [Fe(bpy)3]

2+ doped into a series of inert crystalline
host lattices. Assuming that for this complex, having the same
[FeN6] coordination sphere as the spin-crossover compounds,
the difference in bond length between the HS and the LS
states is also �0.2 ;, a value for DEoHL of between 2500 and
5000 cm�1 may thus be estimated.
The HS!LS relaxation can be accelerated by external pres-

sure. This is due to the work-term-like expression pDVHL giving
an additional contribution to DEoHL. External pressure is most ef-
fective in the low-temperature tunnelling region. For spin-
crossover compounds the tunnelling rate constant is typically
enhanced by one order of magnitude per kbar, for low-spin
systems the enhancement is somewhat smaller. For the title
complex [Fe(bpy)3]

2+ , an acceleration of a factor of two at 10 K
has been reported.[31] At comparatively low pressure, the low-
temperature tunnelling rate constant as a function of pressure
can be expressed as Equation (4):

kHLðT ! 0,pÞ ¼ kHLðT ! 0,p ¼ 0ÞebðT!0Þp ð4Þ

where kHL(T!0,p=0) is given by Equation (1) while the accel-
eration factor at low temperature b(T!0) is given by Equa-
tion (5):[33]

bðT ! 0Þ � DVHL

�hw
ln

�
S
n

�
ð5Þ

Figure 3. The low-temperature tunnelling rate constant, kHL(T!0), on a loga-
rithmic scale as a function of DEoHL. Theoretical curves were calculated using
the model values as described in the text with an average value of S=45
(c) and the limiting values 40 and 50 (a). The lozenges, circles and
squares represent experimental values for a series of spin-crossover com-
pounds with a [FeN6] first coordination sphere according to ref. [26] . The
range of experimental values for the LS complex [Fe(bpy)3]

2+ doped into dif-
ferent crystalline host lattices[15] is also indicated (shaded area).
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For spin-crossover compounds with n�1 and a model value
for the difference in molecular volume DVHL�25 ;3, b(T!0)
takes on a value of 2 kbar�1 in line with the observation of a
one order of magnitude acceleration per kbar external pres-
sure. According to the above estimate of DEoHL, the reduced
energy gap for [Fe(bpy)3]

2+ is on the average around 15. With
the experimental acceleration factor of b=0.69 kbar�1, and as-
suming the same model values for S and �hw as above, DVHL
for [Fe(bpy)3]

2+ is estimated to be of the same order as for the
spin-crossover systems.

3. Theoretical Framework

The fact that the structure of [Fe(bpy)3]
2+ cannot be experi-

mentally characterised in the HS state makes the theoretical
validation of the working hypothesis, DrHL�0.2 ;, of utmost
importance. We aim to validate this assumption by using a va-
riety of density functional methods to achieve an accurate de-
scription of the geometry of the complex in the LS and HS
states, and also at probing the ability of these methods to pro-
vide reliable estimates of the energy difference.

3.1. Outline of the Density Functional Formalism

Modern density functional calculations are based on the
Kohn–Sham (KS) formulation of spin-density functional
theory[34–39] wherein the ground-state energy E0 of an N-elec-
tron system in an external local potential n(r) is expressed as a
functional of the spin-up 1›(r) and spin-down 1fl(r) densities as
follows in Equation (6):

E0 ¼ Ev½1",1#� ¼ T s½1",1#� þ
1
2

Z Z
drdr0

1ðrÞ1ðr0Þ
jr�r0j

þ
Z

dr1ðrÞvðrÞ þ EXC½1"1#�
ð6Þ

where [Eq. (6a)]:

1
2

Z Z
drdr0

1ðrÞ1ðr0Þ
jr�r0j ¼ J½1� ð6aÞ

Ts[1›,1fl] is the kinetic energy of the KS noninteracting N-
electron system with the same spin-densities as the interacting
system. 1(r)=1›(r)+1fl(r) is the charge density and J[1] is the
Hartree self-interaction potential energy. The quantity EXC[1›,1fl]
thus defined by Equation (6) is the exchange–correlation (XC)
energy. For dealing with this quantity whose analytical form is
unknown, one distinguishes between the exchange and corre-
lation contributions, noted EX[1›,1fl] and EC[1›,1fl] , respectively.
The exchange energy in Equation (7) reads:

EKSX ½1",1#� ¼ �
1
2

X
s¼",#

Z Z
drdr0

j
P

isf isyisðrÞyis
*ðr0Þj2

jr�r0j ð7Þ

where fis and yis(r) denote the occupation number and the
spin orbital of the ith s-type (s=›,fl) single-particle level of

the KS noninteracting system. It takes on the same form as the
Hartree–Fock (HF) exchange energy, thus reflecting the fact
that its definition follows naturally from that of the HF ex-
change and similarly accounts for the Pauli exclusion principle,
which tends to keep electrons of like spin apart. EKSX [1›,1fl] is an
implicit functional of the spin densities because the KS spin or-
bitals are also functionals of the spin densities but their explicit
dependence on 1›(r) and 1fl(r) is unknown. Several schemes
provide approximate exchange and correlation energy func-
tionals explicitly in terms of the spin densities. The oldest is
the local density approximation (LDA),[35] where it is assumed
on the basis of the universality of the XC energy functional
that the exchange and correlation energies per particle of a
system at a given point r are those of a homogeneous electron
gas, (HEG), whose constant spin densities are the ones of this
system at r. The LDA is valid for slowly varying densities. For
atomic, molecular and solid systems characterised by rapidly
varying densities, the LDA underestimates the exchange
energy by about 14% and overestimates the correlation
energy by a factor of approximately 2.5; quite often the two
errors cancel.[38] The LDA, however, tends to overestimate
bond energies.
The generalised-gradient approximation (GGA) remedies this

deficiency by adding correction terms DEk[1›,1fl] , (k=X,C),
which depend on the gradients of the spin densities and
which allow a better description of exchange and correlation,
especially in the boundary region at the outer edges of atoms
and where molecular binding occurs. The GGA XC functionals
thus follow Equation (8):

EGGAXC ½1",1#� ¼ EGGAX ½1",1#� þ EGGAC ½1",1#�
¼ ELDAX ½1",1#� þ DEX½1",1#� þ ELDAC ½1",1#� þ DEC½1",1#�
¼ ELDAXC ½1",1#� þ DEX½1",1#� þ DEC½1",1#�

ð8Þ

where [Eqs. (8a) and (8b)]

EGGAX ½1",1#� ¼ ELDAX ½1",1#� þ DEX½1",1#� ð8aÞ

and

EGGAC ½1",1#� ¼ ELDAC ½1",1#� þ DEC½1",1#� ð8aÞ

The GGA enhances exchange while turning off correlation.
This reproduces the expected trend that exchange turns on
and correlation turns off (with respect to exchange) with in-
creasing spin-density gradients,[40–43] but also with increasing
charge density, or increasing spin polarisation measured locally
by z(r)= [1›(r)�1fl(r)]/1(r). In contrast to the LDA, the GGA is
not related to a physically well-defined system. GGA function-
als therefore are not “uniquely” defined in the sense that they
can be derived in different ways. Nevertheless, the exchange
part of the GGA XC energy gives the general form given in
Equation (9):

EGGAX ½1",1#� ¼ 21=3CX

X
s¼",#

Z
dr14=3

s ðrÞFX½21=3ssðrÞ� ð9Þ
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with CX=�3/4 (3/p)1/3, where the enhancement factor FX de-
pends on the reduced gradients ss(r)= j51s(r) j /(2(3p2)1/3

14=3
s (r)), and must give FX(0)=1 in order to reproduce the HEG
results. The expressions for the GGA correlation functionals are
more complicated.[37–39] The GGA improves the LDA description
of the equilibrium geometries (typically giving longer bond
lengths) and energetics. Further improvements were achieved
with hybrid-XC energy functionals which are characterised by
the fact that they include a contribution of the exact-exchange
energy [Eq. (7)] .[44,45] The correct amount of exact exchange to
include in hybrid functionals is still a subject of on-going
study.[46–48] Nowadays GGA and hybrid functionals are routinely
used in DFT applications. Because there is no systematic ap-
proach for improving their quality, their performance must be
assessed by comparing results for a variety of properties with
accurate experimental data or with results from high-quality
ab initio calculations.

3.2. DFT Characterisation of LS and HS States of
Iron(II) Complexes

Whereas LFT serves to explain qualitatively most of the physi-
cal properties of spin-crossover complexes, it cannot provide
structural and energetic parameters at the required level of ac-
curacy. Unfortunately, the large size of spin-crossover com-
plexes prohibits the use of detailed ab initio calculations. In
principle, DFT offers a feasible alternative, but to date none of
the numerous DFT-based methods has been acknowledged to
constitute a foolproof approach to the problem of the descrip-
tion of spin-crossover compounds in their LS and HS states.
Whereas optimised LS and HS geometries satisfactorily com-
pare with available experimental geometries, the DFT methods
often fail to describe the electronic contribution DEel:HL to the
zero-point energy difference correctly. Thus, Paulsen et al.[49]

noticed that commonly used GGAs—namely, the BLYP func-
tional which combines Becke’s 1988 (B or B88) exchange
GGA[50] and the Lee–Yang–Parr (LYP) correlation GGA,[51] as well
as the PW91 exchange–correlation GGA of Perdew and
Wang[52–55]—give the expected LS ground state for the investi-
gated iron(II) spin-crossover complexes, but they tend to give
too high DEel:HL values. Baranović,

[56] using the BP86 GGA made
from the B exchange and Perdew’s 1986 (P86) correlation[57]

functionals, obtained similar results and proposed an empirical
parameter to scale calculated DEel:HL values appropriately.
In contrast Paulsen et al.[49] also showed that the HS state is

stabilised with respect to the LS state and is falsely predicted
to be the ground state if the B3LYP functional is used. This
functional is the workhorse of the hybrid-XC energy function-
als. Omitting the explicit reference to the spin densities in the
notation of the functionals, it reads [Eq. (10)][58]

EB3LYPXC ¼ ð1�a0ÞELDAX þ a0EKSX þ aXDEBXþ ð1�aCÞEVWMC þ aCELYPC

ð10Þ

where EVWNC is the VWN parameterisation corresponding to the
random phase approximation correlation energy.[59] DEBX stands
for the nonlocal component (i.e. , gradient corrections) of the

Becke’s 1988 exchange GGA; and the coefficients (a0,aX,aC)=
(0.20,0.72,0.81) are the ones determined by Becke,[45] originally
for the B3PW91 hybrid, by fitting to a data set of atomisation
energies. Given the incorporation of an exact-exchange contri-
bution in hybrid functionals, the B3LYP behaviour reported by
Paulsen et al.[49] can be ascribed to the fact that such function-
als inherit from the HF scheme the tendency towards over sta-
bilising states of high spin multiplicity with respect to states of
lower multiplicity.
The preference of the B3LYP for a high-multiplicity ground

state in iron(II) complexes was also observed by Reiher, Salo-
mon and Hess[60] who evidenced a linear dependence of DEel:HL
on the amount a0 of exact-exchange admixture in Equa-
tion (10). They recommended a reduced a0 value of 0.15 for
which the resulting B3LYP* functional correctly predicts the
ground state of a number of iron(II) complexes.[60,61] Neverthe-
less, in the particular case of the spin-crossover Fe(1,10-phe-
nantroline)2(NCS)2 complex, even the B3LYP* functional incor-
rectly gives the HS state as the ground state.[62] As pointed out
by Reiher, this suggests that the amount of exact exchange
may be further reduced in the case of this complex. As previ-
ously mentioned, the question of the amount of exact ex-
change to include in hybrid functionals is a subject of on-
going study,[46–48] and although an improvement is often ob-
served when exact exchange is admixed in density functional
approximations, so far no sound reasons have been establish-
ed as to why hybrid functionals should perform better than
modern GGAs, especially with regard to estimating energy
gaps between states of different spin multiplicities.
This ambiguous situation regarding the reliability of DFT

methods for the study of spin-crossover and related systems,
combined with the lack of a calibration of density functionals
against accurate ab initio results for simpler iron(II) complexes,
led us to perform a comparison of density functionals for
energy and structural differences between the HS and LS
states of the HS [Fe(H2O)6]

2+ complex.[27] We used the BP86,
BLYP, PW91 GGAs, the recent exchange–correlation GGA of
Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE)[63,64] and the revised PBE (RPBE)
functional of Hammer, Hansen and Nørskov[65] as well as the
B3LYP hybrid, and compared the DFT results with results ob-
tained at the complete active space SCF (CASSCF), second-
order-perturbation-theory-corrected CASSCF (CASPT2), and
spectroscopy-oriented configuration interaction (SORCI[66])
levels. Whatever the theoretical method, the HS state was cor-
rectly reproduced as the ground state for this HS system,
(DEel:HL<0). A good agreement was achieved between the ex-
perimental geometries of the complex in its HS state and the
ones obtained at the CASSCF and DFT levels. All theoretical
methods consistently predicted quite similar geometries for
the excited LS state. The situation was quite different with
regard to the energetics. Comparison of the DFT molecular
energy gaps with the best ab initio estimate revealed that the
functionals, with the noticeable exception of the B3LYP and
RPBE, systematically underestimate the stability of the HS state
with respect to the LS state by giving too small jDEel:HL j values.
The B3LYP and RPBE functionals on the other hand were
shown to be the most reliable of the functionals. Subsequently,
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the comparison was extended to the HS [Fe(NH3)6]
2+ complex

and additional functionals[28] (Paper II of the series), and the
overall best agreement for the energetics of the two com-
plexes was obtained for the PBE1PBE hybrid functional (also
known as PBE0). This functional is of the parameter-free form
as shown in Equation (11):

EhybridXC ¼ EGGAXC þ a0ðEKSX �EGGAX Þ ð11Þ

with a0=1/4, proposed by Perdew, Ernzerhof and Burke[46,47]

and for which the GGA contribution is given by the PBE func-
tional.[67,68]

The present theoretical study of the LS [Fe(bpy)3]
2+ complex,

for which high-quality ab initio calculations clearly are not
manageable, but for which experimental data are available,
provides a further assessment of the performance of the densi-
ty functionals. The following sections deal with the characteri-
sation of the trigonal complex in the LS and HS states using
the BP86, PW91, PBE, RPBE, B3LYP, and B3LYP* and PBE1PBE
functionals.

Computational Section

The Amsterdam density functional (ADF)[69] program package was
used to carry out calculations with the BP86, PW91, PBE and RPBE
GGAs. To probe the influence of the choice of the basis, two quali-
ties of Slater-type orbital (STO) basis sets from the ADF basis set
database were employed for the Fe, N, C and H atoms, namely, the
double-z “DZ” and triple-z polarised “TZP” STO basis. Computa-
tions involving the B3LYP, B3LYP* and PBE1PBE hybrids were per-
formed with the Gaussian[70] program package, using for all atoms
either the triple-z polarised Gaussian-type orbital (GTO) basis
“TZVP” of SchVfer, Huber and Ahlrichs[71] or the 6-311+G** basis
set,[72–75] which is a triple-z polarised GTO basis set with sets of dif-
fuse functions on the Fe, N, and C atoms. For comparison purpos-
es, the Gaussian package was also used to perform calculations
with the PBE GGA, as well as calculations at the HF level. Fractional
occupation numbers were used in the ADF calculations but are
not allowed in the present implementation of Gaussian (except as
an intermediate step in the SCF convergence strategy[76]). For the
LS state spin-restricted and for the HS state spin-unrestricted calcu-
lations were performed constraining MS, the projection of the total
electronic spin along a reference axis, to MS=0 and MS=++2, re-
spectively. In all cases, the symmetry for the [Fe(bpy)3]

2+ complex
was constrained to D3. Results were visualised using the MOLE-
KEL[77] and MOLDEN[78] software.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. LS and HS States

In carrying out the DFT calculations, we typically seek the
lowest-lying state of each spatial and spin symmetry.[36] Accord-
ing to LFT, the LS and HS states should be the 1A1g(t

6
2g) and

5T2g(t
4
2ge

2
g) states, respectively. These states do not appear di-

rectly as such in the DFT calculations because the [Fe(bpy)3]
2+

complex is not of Oh symmetry but of D3 symmetry. In particu-
lar, this means that the 5T2g(t

4
2ge

2
g) state actually splits into two

states, one of 5E symmetry and one of 5A1 symmetry. In addi-
tion, there exists for complexes such as [Fe(bpy)3]

2+ a high

density of states sometimes making the identification of the
lowest-lying state of each spatial and spin symmetry difficult.
For these reasons, and to seek additional chemical insight, we
performed a careful analysis of the resulting KS molecular orbi-
tals (MOs) and orbital energy levels, thus verifying that the
characterised electronic states indeed correspond to the
ligand-field 1A1g(t

6
2g) and

5T2g(t
4
2ge

2
g) states of interest. MOs are

indeed unavoidable tools for understanding molecular bond-
ing and structure and for discussing chemical and physical
phenomena. Moreover, although this is not the case for virtual
MOs, occupied orbitals can be “observed” by electron-momen-
tum spectroscopy,[79,80] scanning tunnelling microscopy[81] and
very recently by tomographic imaging based on femtosecond
laser technology.[82]

The different DFT calculations performed for a given MS

value result in similar KS orbital energy levels. Thus, for MS=0,
there is a full occupation of the lowest-lying orbital energy
levels from which one readily deduces that the converged KS
determinants characterise the lowest-lying electronic state of
1A1 symmetry. More insight into the electronic structure of
[Fe(bpy)3]

2+ in this state is reached through the inspection of
the frontier KS orbital levels given in Figure 4 for the PBE/TZP
calculation.
From a MO viewpoint, the existence of chemical bonding

between the metal and the ligands is seen in the composition
of the “metallic” KS MOs, which are no longer pure metal orbi-
tals. These MOs with a Fe(3d) main parentage, which belongs
to the frontier MOs, are the highest-occupied 25a1 and 44e
levels and the virtual 47e level. Other virtual levels of e or a1
symmetry can exhibit small but noticeable “metallic” contribu-
tions as a result of the complex orbital interactions of s and p

types occurring in [Fe(bpy)3]
2+ . The unoccupied “metallic” level

results from s-type orbital interactions and is antibonding. It
contains a significant admixture of ligand contribution in con-
trast to the 25a1 and 44e levels, which are mainly nonbonding
and remain “metallic” in nature. It can thus be concluded that
the highest-occupied levels originate from the trigonal split-
ting of the octahedral Fe(t2g) level whereas the virtual “metal-
lic” level comes from the antibonding octahedral Fe(eg) level.
Hence their occupation shows that the characterised singlet
state relates to the ligand-field 1A1g(t

6
2g) state.

The characterisation of the complex in the HS state proved
to be trickier than that of the LS state as the two possible HS
states, namely the 5A1 and 5E states which result from the
trigonal splitting of the octahedral 5T2g state, had to be ac-
counted for. Within D3 symmetry the two states were found to
be nearly degenerate. The near-degeneracy of the 5A1 and

5E is
due to the fact that passing from one state to the other corre-
sponds mainly to a charge redistribution within the nonbond-
ing KS orbital levels of Fe(t2g) parentage, which hardly affects
the metal–ligand bond (see below for a more detailed discus-
sion). In the following, the two trigonal components of the HS
state are discussed in more detail. Due to the difference in the
way they handle degenerate states, Gaussian was restricted to
the 5A1 component, whereas ADF allowed the characterisation
of both the 5A1 as well as the

5E trigonal components of the
HS 5T2g state.
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For the HS 5E state, ADF gave similar electronic structures
for all functionals and irrespective of the quality of the basis
set. This is illustrated by the diagram of the frontier KS orbital
levels of Figure 5, which has been constructed from the PBE/
TZP results. For clarity, only the frontier MOs with significant
metallic character are drawn and the spin-up and spin-down
orbital levels are represented separately. The spin-down orbital
levels of Figure 5 remain similar in their energy ordering and in
the shapes of their orbitals to the ones reported for the LS
case. In particular, the 44e and 25a1 spin-down-orbital levels
are also nonbonding and of octahedral Fe(t2g) parentage, while
the 47e spin-down-orbital level results from antibonding s-
type metal–ligand interactions and is of octahedral Fe(eg) pa-
rentage. The 24a1, 43e and 45e spin-up-orbital levels are the
only spin-up frontier levels with a significant metallic character,
the 24a1, 43e levels being of Fe(t2g) parentage and the 45e
level of Fe(eg) parentage. They possess more ligand contribu-
tions than their spin-down counterparts do, and their energies
and ordering also differ from those of their spin-down counter-
parts. When considering the occupation of the KS levels, it ap-
pears that the characterised electronic state is obtained from
the LS state by a two-electron excitation with spin-flip within

the subset of the metallic frontier-orbital levels of the
LS state: using the notation of Figure 4, this d–d exci-
tation corresponds to the promotion of two electrons
from the 25a1 and 44e spin-down KS levels of octahe-
dral Fe(t2g) parentage into the 47e spin-up level of
Fe(eg) parentage. Finally, from the orbital degeneracy
due to the occupation of the highest spin-down orbi-
tal level of e symmetry by a single electron (Figure 5),
it can be concluded that the characterised electronic
state is the MS=++2 sublevel of the 5E manifold that
results from the trigonal splitting of the LFT 5T2g(t

4
2ge

2
g)

state.
The characterisation of the HS 5A1 component

could be performed with both software packages.
The electronic structure of the complex in this state
is depicted in Figure 6 by the diagram of the frontier
KS MOs constructed from the PBE/TZP results. The
representation of the MOs is again limited to those
with noticeable metallic character. A comparison be-
tween this diagram and the diagram obtained for the
HS 5E state (Figure 5) illustrates that, in essence, the
two HS states differ by the nature of the highest-oc-
cupied spin-down KS level of octahedral Fe(t2g) pa-
rentage: namely, the 44e level for the 5E state and
the 25a1 level for the

5A1 state. When passing from
the HS 5E state to the HS 5A1 state, the 25a1 spin-
down level is slightly stabilised in energy whereas
the 44e spin-down level is comparatively more desta-
bilised. The opposite trend is observed for their spin-
up counterparts which are labelled 43e and 24a1 for
the 5E state, and 43e and 25a1 for the

5A1 state: the e
level shows a moderate stabilisation and the a1 level
undergoes a very strong destabilisation. As for the
antibonding e levels of Fe(eg) parentage, namely the
occupied 45e spin-up level and the virtual 47e spin-

down level for the 5E state, and the 48e spin-down level for
the 5A1 state, they become moderately destabilised. The com-
parison of the two diagrams thus shows that the frontier KS
levels with a metallic character are the ones which suffer the
largest changes, and more especially that the nonbonding
spin-down and spin-up levels of Fe(t2g) parentage are the most
affected metallic frontier levels. That is, the difference in the
electronic structure of [Fe(bpy)3]

2+ in the two HS states is
mainly located in the metal-centred nonbonding levels of octa-
hedral Fe(t2g) parentage.

4.2. Optimised Geometries

4.2.1. Geometries in the LS State

The X-ray crystal structure of the [Fe(bpy)3]
2+ cation has been

reported twice so far.[83, 84] In the following we exclusively refer
to the experimental data published by Dick, who solved the
crystal structure of [Fe(bpy)3](PF6)2 at 293 K.

[84] The compound
crystallises in the space group P3̄c1 and the experimental
metal–ligand bond lengths of 1.967 ; are typical for the com-
plex in the LS ground state. It possesses D3 site symmetry. For

Figure 4. Frontier KS MOs of [Fe(bpy)3]
2+ in the 1A1 state (PBE/TZP results ; eigenvalues in

eV).
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this experimental structure, selected distances and values of
the angles b, g, t and q, which characterise the arrangement
of the ligands around the Fe centre (see Figure 7), are summar-
ised in Table 1.
The values obtained for the same structural parameters of

the optimised ground-state geometries from DFT are also re-
ported in Table 1. The calculated geometries are all similar to
one another irrespective of the functional and the quality of
the basis set, and compare well with the experimental struc-
ture. For instance, all calculations led to a N�C2 bond which is
longer than the N�C6 bond in agreement with experiment.
However, the optimised geometries prove to be more expand-
ed than the experimental geometry since, with the exception
of the C2�C2’ and Fe�N bonds, the bond lengths found for the
calculated structures tend to be systematically larger than
those found experimentally. Given that our study is performed

in the gas phase and therefore
does not account for the pack-
ing and counter-ion effects pres-
ent in the solid state, there is no
reason as to why the experimen-
tal and calculated geometries
should strictly match.
A more detailed analysis

shows that the tendency of the
optimised bond lengths of the
pyridinyl rings to be larger than
experimentally observed is most
pronounced for the double-z
STO DZ basis set and less pro-
nounced for the GTO 6-311+

G** basis set. It is least pro-
nounced for the triple-z polar-
ised GTO TZVP and STO TZP
basis sets, which give identical
results when used with the PBE
functional. This trend corre-
sponds to a shrinking of the aro-
matic rings with the quality of
the basis set. With the exception
of the dihedral angle g, the cal-
culated values of the angular pa-
rameters are close to those
found for the X-ray structure to
within �1 degree, reflecting
analogous arrangements of the
ligands in the experimental and
calculated structures. The g

values are larger for the GTO
basis sets than for the STO basis
sets. This basis-set dependence
and the important differences of
about 3–6 degrees between the
experimental and calculated g

values can be explained by the
fact that the deformations along
this angular coordinate are asso-

ciated with floppy modes. On the whole, the best agreement
between the calculated and experimental geometries of the li-
gands is observed for the hybrid functionals, in line with the
acknowledged good performance of the hybrids for the de-
scription of the molecular structures of covalently bound main
group elements.[39]

The optimised metal–ligand bond lengths increase with the
quality of the basis sets used. Thus the shortest Fe�N distances
are obtained for the DZ basis set as this allows the lack of flexi-
bility of this basis set for describing the Fe atom (especially
with regard to the important electron correlation in d-space)
to be compensated for by the use of basis functions centred
on the neighbouring N atoms. Longer Fe�N distances result
from the use of the larger basis sets, but the Fe�N distances
obtained for the 6-311+G** basis set are still slightly shorter
than those obtained for the TZVP and TZP basis sets, presuma-

Figure 5. Frontier KS MOs of [Fe(bpy)3]
2+ in the 5E state: for clarity, only the MOs with noticeable metallic charac-

ter are represented (PBE/TZP results ; eigenvalues in eV).
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bly for the same reason as for
the DZ basis set. The compara-
ble quality of the TZP and TZVP
basis sets is also illustrated by
the fact that they lead to equal
Fe�N distances when used with
the PBE functional. With regard
to the different functionals used
in this study, the values of the
optimised Fe�N bond length are
lower for the BP86, PW91 and
PBE GGAs than for the RPBE
GGA and the hybrid functionals.
One also notes that the increase
of the exact-exchange contribu-
tion from 15% in the B3LYP*
functional to 20% in the B3LYP
functional is accompanied by a
lengthening of the Fe�N dis-
tance of 0.014 ;. Similarly, the
admixture of 25% exact-ex-
change to the PBE functional as
in the PBE1PBE hybrid gives rise
to an increase of the Fe�N dis-
tance by 0.022 ;. We thus con-
clude that hybrid functionals
tend to give longer metal–ligand
bond lengths than the GGAs,
and that the more important the
exact-exchange contribution the
longer the metal–ligand bond.
Figure 8 illustrates this by show-
ing the evolution of the Fe�N
bond length in the LS state as a
function of the amount a0 of
exact exchange in the B3LYP andFigure 6. Frontier KS MOs of [Fe(bpy)3]

2+ in the 5A1 state: for clarity, only the MOs with noticeable metallic charac-
ter are represented (PBE/TZP results ; eigenvalues in eV).

Figure 7. Angles characterising the spatial arrangement of the ligands
around the metal centre in [Fe(bpy)3]

2+ . b is the bite angle (b=N�Fe�N’), g

the dihedral angle between the ligand moieties (g =N�C2�C2’�N), t the
twist angle and q the angle between the z axis and the generator of the
cone on which the nitrogen atoms are located.

Figure 8. Evolution of the Fe�N bond length, in the LS and HS 5A1 states,
with the value of the a0 coefficient of the exact-exchange contribution in
the PBE1PBE (*) and B3LYP (&) hybrids; the inset gives the a0 dependence
of DrHL ; (results of geometry optimisations performed using the TZVP basis
set).
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the PBE1PBE functionals
[Eqs. (10) and (11)] , using the
TZVP basis set.
The effect is somewhat less

pronounced for the PBE1PBE
functional. This behaviour is
reminiscent of the tendency of
the HF method to systematically
predict metal–ligand bonds
which are too long.[39] Thus, for
[Fe(bpy)3]

2+ in the LS state, HF
calculations give values of the
Fe�N bond length of 2.140 ;
(TZVP) and 2.136 ; (6-311+G**),
which correspond to an overesti-
mation of the experimental
bond length by as much as
�0.2 ;.

4.2.2. Geometries in the HS States

Tables 2 and 3 show selected distances and the values of the
angles b, g, t and q which characterise the geometry of the
complex in the 5E and 5A1 state, respectively. For either HS

state, the values of the selected structural parameters for the
series of calculations predict a similar arrangement of the li-
gands around the Fe centre. Despite the lack of experimental
data, the consistency of the computational results inspires con-
fidence in the quality of the predicted HS geometries. Closer
inspection of the Tables shows that, as observed for the LS ge-
ometries, there is a lengthening of the Fe�N bond along with

Table 1. Comparison between experimental and theoretical 1A1 [Fe(bpy)3]
2+ geometries.

ADF
Exp.[84] BP86 PW91 PBE RPBE

DZ TZP DZ TZP DZ TZP DZ TZP

Bond lengths [;]
Fe�N 1.967 1.956 1.978 1.954 1.971 1.955 1.975 1.979 2.003
N�C2 1.359 1.384 1.369 1.380 1.365 1.382 1.367 1.388 1.373
N�C6 1.338 1.367 1.354 1.364 1.351 1.366 1.353 1.372 1.359
C2�C2’ 1.471 1.462 1.463 1.459 1.461 1.460 1.462 1.469 1.471
C2�C3 1.377 1.402 1.400 1.400 1.397 1.401 1.399 1.408 1.406
C3�C4 1.374 1.399 1.392 1.397 1.390 1.398 1.391 1.404 1.397
C4�C5 1.380 1.403 1.397 1.401 1.395 1.402 1.396 1.407 1.401
C5�C6 1.358 1.396 1.392 1.394 1.389 1.396 1.391 1.401 1.396

Angles [8]
b 81.8 82.2 81.2 82.1 81.5 82.1 81.3 81.7 80.8
g 6.4 0.1 1.3 0.2 1.6 0.2 1.5 0.8 1.5
t 53.6 54.1 53.1 54.1 53.3 54.1 53.1 54.0 53.1
q 57.8 57.8 58.0 57.8 58.0 57.8 58.0 58.1 58.4

Gaussian
PBE B3LYP B3LYP* PBE1PBE

TZVP 6-311+G** TZVP 6-311+G** TZVP 6-311+G** TZVP 6-311+G**

Bond lengths [;]
Fe�N 1.975 1.971 2.027 2.022 2.013 2.008 1.998 1.993
N�C2 1.369 1.371 1.356 1.358 1.359 1.361 1.350 1.352
N�C6 1.353 1.356 1.342 1.344 1.344 1.347 1.337 1.339
C2�C2’ 1.464 1.466 1.473 1.475 1.471 1.473 1.468 1.470
C2�C3 1.400 1.402 1.394 1.396 1.395 1.397 1.389 1.391
C3�C4 1.392 1.394 1.387 1.389 1.388 1.390 1.384 1.386
C4�C5 1.397 1.399 1.389 1.391 1.390 1.393 1.386 1.388
C5�C6 1.391 1.394 1.386 1.389 1.387 1.390 1.383 1.386

Angles [8]
b 81.5 81.6 80.3 80.5 80.6 80.8 80.9 81.0
g 3.3 3.0 3.4 3.1 3.4 3.0 3.3 2.8
t 54.2 54.4 53.1 53.3 53.4 53.6 53.7 53.9
q 58.3 58.3 58.7 58.7 58.6 58.6 58.6 58.5

Table 2. Optimised [Fe(bpy)3]
2+ geometries in the HS 5E state: ADF results.

BP86 PW91 PBE RPBE
DZ TZP DZ TZP DZ TZP DZ TZP

Bond lengths [;]
Fe�N 2.158 2.182 2.148 2.174 2.158 2.178 2.192 2.220
N�C2 1.375 1.361 1.373 1.359 1.374 1.360 1.380 1.366
N�C6 1.363 1.349 1.360 1.347 1.362 1.348 1.368 1.354
C2�C2’ 1.477 1.479 1.476 1.478 1.476 1.479 1.486 1.489
C2�C3 1.405 1.401 1.403 1.399 1.404 1.401 1.411 1.408
C3�C4 1.400 1.393 1.398 1.391 1.399 1.393 1.404 1.398
C4�C5 1.403 1.397 1.401 1.394 1.402 1.396 1.407 1.401
C5�C6 1.397 1.392 1.395 1.389 1.396 1.391 1.401 1.397

Angles [8]
b 76.5 75.4 76.7 75.6 76.4 75.5 75.7 74.6
g 4.5 4.6 4.0 5.1 4.4 5.0 4.3 5.8
t 46.6 46.0 47.4 46.5 46.6 46.1 46.2 46.1
q 58.8 59.3 58.9 59.3 58.9 59.2 59.1 59.9
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a shrinking of the aromatic rings with increasing quality of the
basis set. As also observed for the LS geometries, for the 5A1

geometries the use of the hybrids leads to the least-expanded
pyridinyl rings and the longest Fe�N bonds are obtained for
the RPBE and hybrid functionals. Again for the hybrids the
Fe�N bond lengthens with the amount a0 of the exact-ex-
change contribution (see Figure 8). One notes 1) that the de-
pendence is more pronounced for the B3LYP functional than
for the PBE1PBE functional; and 2) that, for both functionals,
the Fe�N bond length varies with a0 slightly less rapidly for
the complex in the HS state than for the complex in the LS
state, as shown by the plots of DrHL against a0 in the inset of
Figure 8. At the HF level, an Fe�N bond length of 2.284 ; is
obtained for the complex in the HS 5A1 state. It is longer than
those obtained with the XC density functionals with differen-
ces of as much as �0.1 ; (Table 3). However the discrepancy
between the HF and DFT metal–ligand distances turns out to
be less marked in the HS state than in the LS state, thus show-
ing that the consequences of the neglect of the correlation in
the ab initio calculations are less dramatic in the HS state than
in the LS state. For the DFT results, it appears that, as a whole,
the influence of the basis sets and of the functionals on the
calculated geometries is the same whenever one considers
either the LS geometries or the HS geometries. It follows that

any bias due to the methods used will have a limited impact
on the results of the comparison between the predicted geo-
metries of the complex in the different states.
Thus, irrespective of the theoretical level considered, the

main structural difference when going from the 5E state to the
5A1 state turns out to be the lengthening of �0.02 ; of the
Fe�N bond which barely affects the bond lengths within the li-
gands (Tables 2 and 3). The 5E!5A1 change of state foremost
consists in the depopulation of the 44e spin-down level in
favour of the 25a1 spin-down level (Figures 5 and 6). These
levels of Fe(t2g) parentage being nonbonding is the reason as
to why the geometries of the ligands hardly vary. The length-
ening of the Fe�N bond may be explained by the fact 1) that
there is a transfer of electron density from the xy-plane to
along the z axis and 2) that the increase of the density along z
tends to repel the ligands.

4.3. Structural Changes with Regard to the Analysis of the
Low-Temperature Relaxation Dynamics

Comparison of Tables 1–3 shows that the most important
structural change upon the LS!HS transition is found for the
Fe�N bond which lengthens by about 0.2 ;. Table 4 gives for
all the considered theoretical levels the estimated DrHL values.

Table 3. Optimised [Fe(bpy)3]
2+ geometries in the HS 5A1 state.

ADF
BP86 PW91 PBE RPBE

DZ TZP DZ TZP DZ TZP DZ TZP

Bond lengths [;]
Fe�N 2.180 2.204 2.169 2.198 2.171 2.201 2.207 2.244
N�C2 1.373 1.359 1.370 1.357 1.371 1.358 1.378 1.364
N�C6 1.360 1.347 1.358 1.345 1.359 1.346 1.365 1.352
C2�C2’ 1.483 1.483 1.482 1.481 1.483 1.483 1.492 1.492
C2�C3 1.404 1.400 1.402 1.398 1.403 1.400 1.409 1.407
C3�C4 1.402 1.394 1.400 1.392 1.402 1.394 1.407 1.399
C4�C5 1.402 1.395 1.400 1.393 1.401 1.395 1.406 1.400
C5�C6 1.399 1.393 1.396 1.391 1.398 1.392 1.403 1.398

Angles [8]
b 75.5 74.4 75.8 74.6 75.7 74.5 74.9 73.6
g 5.8 5.9 5.9 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.8
t 45.6 44.6 46.3 46.5 46.3 44.7 46.1 44.9
q 59.1 59.4 59.1 59.5 59.2 59.4 59.7 60.1

Gaussian
PBE B3LYP B3LYP* PBE1PBE

TZVP 6-311+G** TZVP 6-311+G** TZVP 6-311+G** TZVP 6-311+G**

Bond lengths [;]
Fe�N 2.206 2.203 2.234 2.232 2.228 2.225 2.211 2.207
N�C2 1.359 1.361 1.350 1.352 1.352 1.354 1.344 1.346
N�C6 1.347 1.349 1.339 1.341 1.341 1.343 1.334 1.336
C2�C2’ 1.484 1.487 1.486 1.488 1.486 1.488 1.481 1.483
C2�C3 1.401 1.403 1.394 1.397 1.396 1.398 1.390 1.392
C3�C4 1.395 1.397 1.388 1.391 1.389 1.392 1.385 1.388
C4�C5 1.395 1.398 1.388 1.391 1.390 1.392 1.385 1.388
C5�C6 1.394 1.396 1.387 1.389 1.388 1.391 1.384 1.386

Angles [8]
b 74.5 74.6 73.7 73.7 73.9 74.0 74.0 74.1
g 8.9 7.5 7.1 6.1 7.2 6.2 7.2 5.8
t 46.1 46.1 45.3 45.2 45.4 45.4 45.6 45.6
q 59.9 59.9 60.1 60.1 60.1 60.0 60.0 60.0
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This increase of the Fe�N distance is due to the promotion of
two electrons from the nonbonding metallic levels of octahe-
dral Fe(t2g) parentage into the antibonding level of octahedral
Fe(eg) parentage. It entails an important spatial rearrangement
of the ligands illustrated by the relatively large variations of
the angles b, g, t, and q. Within the ligands, the C2�C2’ dis-
tance between the pyridinyl moieties gets longer by about
0.02 ;, probably because it permits—along with the modifica-
tion of the angle values—the optimal metal–ligand interac-
tions despite the lengthening of the Fe�N bond. The other C�
C bonds and the C�H bonds are hardly affected. The N�C dis-
tances become shorter by �0.01 ;; however the N�C2 bond
remains longer than the N�C6 bond as in the experimental LS
geometry. The shortening of both N�C bonds with increasing
metal–ligand distance can be assigned to a decrease of p-
backbonding involving ligand-centred orbitals with antibond-
ing character at the level of the N�C bonds. Nevertheless, the
changes in bond lengths observed for the ligands are globally
quite limited and this actually is in agreement with the known
rigidity of the 2,2’-bipyridine ligand. The difference of �0.2 ;
for the metal–ligand bond between the LS and the HS states
agrees remarkably well with the experimental values found for
iron(II) spin-crossover compounds with the same [FeN6] first
coordination sphere as [Fe(bpy)3]

2+ and, in particular, it vali-
dates the assumption DrHL�0.2 ; central to the analysis of the
relaxation dynamics.
The molecular volume variation, DVHL, also plays an impor-

tant role because it governs the influence of an exerted pres-
sure on the relaxation dynamics. In order to probe this value,
the molecular volume of the complex in the LS and HS states
was calculated as the volume defined by the isodensity surface
0.0004 ebohr�3. This charge density value was used as it is
known to yield volumes for organic compounds that compare
well with the observed molar volumes in the liquid phase.[85,86]

Calculations were done for the complex in the 1A1,
5E and 5A1

states using the STO DZ and TZP basis sets and the BP86,
PW91, PBE and RPBE functionals. The results are reported in
Table 5.
One notes that the LS and HS molecular volumes obtained

using the DZ basis set are systematically larger than the corre-
sponding ones obtained with the TZP basis sets by �50 and

�40 ;3, respectively. This can be explained by the previously
noticed fact that the geometries found for the ligands using
the DZ basis set are more expanded than those found using
the TZP basis set. Nevertheless, the DVHL values calculated
using either basis set are comparable. Depending on the func-
tional used it is between 26 and 30 ;3 for the DZ basis set and
between 21 and 24 ;3 for the TZP basis sets. These values are
in the 15–30 ;3 range observed experimentally for spin-cross-
over systems and they agree remarkably well with the model
value of 25 ;3 estimated from the pressure dependence of the
HS!LS relaxation in [Fe(bpy)3]

2+ under the assumption that
DrHL�0.2 ;.

4.4. The HS–LS Energy Gap

The zero-point energy difference DEoHL of [Fe(bpy)3]
2+ doped

into different crystalline hosts has been estimated in Section 2
from the low-temperature HS!LS relaxation dynamics to lie in
the range of 2500–5000 cm�1 based on the now-validated as-
sumption that DrHL�0.2 ;. The purely electronic energy differ-
ence between the potential wells of the lowest component of
the HS state and the LS state is given by DEel:HL= DEoHL�DEvib:HL .
The vibrational contribution, DEvib:HL , was estimated to be
�875 cm�1 from a vibrational analysis performed at the TZVP/
PBE level for the LS 1A1 and the HS 5A1 states. The sign reflects
the weakening of the metal–ligand bond when passing from
the LS to the HS state.[87] Thus the best experimental estimate
of DEel:HL for [Fe(bpy)3]

2+ is in the range of 3500–6000 cm�1. The
comparison of the calculated values of DEel:HL with this estimate
will provide a stringent test of the performance of the func-
tionals used in this study.
Table 6 summarises the calculated values of the electronic

energy difference between the HS and the LS state, DEel:HL, of
[Fe(bpy)3]

2+ for the STO DZ and TZP basis sets (ADF) and for
the GTO 6-311+G** and TZVP basis sets (Gaussian), and
Figure 9 shows a graphic representation of the calculated
values of DEel:HL versus the respective calculated Fe�N bond
lengths. Results obtained using Gaussian are restricted to the
5A1 component of the HS state. ADF permits calculations on
both components of the HS state, which show that the energy
difference between the 5A1 and the 5E components is compara-

Table 4. Comparison between calculated Fe�N bond-length differences
DrHL= rHS�rLS (;), (where rHS and rLS are the Fe�N bond lengths in the HS
(5E or 5A1) and LS (1A1) states, respectively), and experimental DrHL values
for spin-crossover systems with [FeN6] coordination.

[5–11]

DrHL DrHL
5E 5A1

5A1

BP86/DZ 0.202 0.224 PBE/TZVP 0.231
BP86/TZP 0.204 0.224 PBE/6-311+G** 0.232
PW91/DZ 0.194 0.215 B3LYP/TZVP 0.207
PW91/TZP 0.203 0.227 B3LYP/6-311+G** 0.210
PBE/DZ 0.203 0.216 B3LYP*/TZVP 0.215
PBE/TZP 0.203 0.226 B3LYP*/6-311+G** 0.217
RPBE/DZ 0.213 0.228 PBE1PBE/TZVP 0.213
RPBE/TZP 0.217 0.241 PBE1PBE/6-311+G** 0.214

Exp. : DrHL�0.16–0.22

Table 5. Comparison between calculated differences in molecular
volume, DVHL=VHS�VLS (in ;3), (where VHS and VLS are the molecular vol-
umes in the HS (5E or 5A1) and LS (1A1) states, respectively), and measured
changes of crystal volume per molecular unit, DVexp

HL .
[8, 12–14]

VLS VHS DVHL
5E 5A1

5E 5A1

BP86/DZ 720 748 749 28 29
BP86/TZP 670 691 693 21 23
PW91/DZ 717 743 744 26 27
PW91/TZP 666 688 689 22 23
PBE/DZ 718 747 745 29 27
PBE/TZP 668 689 690 21 22
RPBE/DZ 725 755 753 30 28
RPBE/TZP 671 693 695 22 24

Exp: DVHL�15–30
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tively small, irrespective of the quality of the basis set and the
functional used. The calculated values for DEel:HL range from
�1000 to 16000 cm�1. Even though the experimental estimate
lies within this range, this large spread is clearly not satisfacto-
ry and needs further discussion. Nevertheless, it must be men-
tioned that these DFT results are far better than the HF results
since, for a computational effort comparable to the one of the
calculations with the hybrids, the uncorrelated ab initio calcu-
lations give severely underestimated DEel:HL values of �25126
(TZVP) and �24364 cm�1 (6-311+G**).
In principle, the performance of different density functionals

can only be judged in the limit of a complete basis set. In prac-
tice, one is often obliged to test functionals using incomplete
basis sets. Before discussing the functionals, let us focus on
the influence of the basis set on the evaluation of DEel:HL. For a
given functional the DZ basis set results in values of DEel:HL for
the 5E and the 5A1 components which are systematically higher
by �3400 and �4000 cm�1, respectively, compared to the
values obtained with the TZP basis set. The improvement of
the quality of the basis set actually lowers the energy of

[Fe(bpy)3]
2+ in either spin-state, however, the effect is more

pronounced for the complex in the HS state than in the LS
state. This is due to the limitations tied to the use of the small-
er DZ basis set becoming more important as the metal–ligand
bond lengthens. Thus the decrease in DEel:HL of �3400 cm�1 for
the 5E component is associated with the lengthening of the
metal–ligand bond by 0.19–0.22 ;. Similarly, the Fe�N bond in
the 5A1 state being �0.02 ; longer than in the 5E state, the
change of basis set lowers the HS–LS energy gap by another
�600 cm�1. These variations illustrate the effect of cancellation
of errors tied to the use of finite basis sets. That is, the cancel-
lation of errors is more effective 1) the smaller the difference in
metal–ligand bond lengths in given geometries, and 2) the
more flexible the basis set is for the description of the valence
electrons hence of chemical bonding. In addition, the 5A1–

1A1

electronic energy difference evaluated with the PBE functional
and using the STO TZP and the GTO TZVP basis sets in ADF

and Gaussian, respectively, differ by only 36 cm�1. This firmly
establishes the previously noted equivalence of the STO TZP
and the GTO TZVP basis sets and the order of increasing quali-
ty as shown in Equation (12):

DZ� TZP � TZVP ð12Þ

For the two GTO basis sets, DEel:HL is typically �440 cm�1
larger for the 6-311+G** basis set than for the TZVP basis set,
irrespective of the functional. As the 6-311+G** basis set
offers a larger flexibility for the description of the valence elec-
trons than the TZVP basis set, this suggests that the use of
basis sets larger than those we have used would mainly result
in a slight stabilisation of the LS state with respect to the HS
state, that is, in a slight increase of DEel:HL as observed when
passing from the TZVP to the 6-311+G** basis set. Finally, the
comparison of the sizes of the basis sets and of the results
they lead to indicates that, among the basis sets used, the
TZVP and the TZP basis set offer the best trade-off between
size and flexibility.
The above discussion shows that the quality of the basis set

influences the calculations quite considerably and therefore in
the following the discussion of the performance of the func-
tionals is restricted to results obtained using the two high-
quality TZVP and TZP basis sets and to the comparison of DEel:HL
for the 5A1 component as only this one is accessible with Gaus-
sian. We note that the GGA functionals BP86, PW91 and PBE
give values for DEel:HL of 11000–12000 cm

�1, thus systematically
overestimating it by more than 5000 cm�1 compared to the ex-
perimental value. On the other hand the hybrid functionals
B3LYP and PBE1PBE underestimate DEel:HL by at least 3000 cm

�1,
in fact falsely predicting [Fe(bpy)3]

2+ to be a spin-crossover or
even a high-spin complex. Two of the functionals, namely the
RPBE GGA and the B3LYP* hybrid, with calculated values of
DEel:HL of 6640 and 3430 cm�1, respectively, approach the range
of the experimental estimate. In contrast to the optimised geo-
metries, the nature of the functional used has an even greater
influence on the calculated values of DEel:HL than the basis set,
and therefore the energetics provide a much more stringent
test of the performance of a given functional than the geome-

Table 6. Calculated and experimental (see text) electronic energy differ-
ences DEel:HL (in cm

�1).

DEel:HL DEel:HL
5E 5A1

5A1

BP86/DZ 14397 15169 PBE/TZVP 11373
BP86/TZP 11034 11135 PBE/6-311+G** 11849
PW91/DZ 15055 15879 B3LYP/TZVP 766
PW91/TZP 11699 11887 B3LYP/6-311+G** 1211
PBE/DZ 14431 15313 B3LYP*/TZVP 3432
PBE/TZP 11022 11337 B3LYP*/6-311+G** 3907
RPBE/DZ 10463 10853 PBE1PBE/TZVP �951
RPBE/TZP 6909 6640 PBE1PBE/6-311+G** �466

Exp. : DEel:HL�3500–6000

Figure 9. Comparison of the best DFT estimates of the relative positions of
the LS 1A1 and HS 5E and 5A1 states of [Fe(bpy)3]

2+ along the Fe�N distance
coordinate: results are for ADF and Gaussian calculations with the STO TZP
and GTO TZVP basis sets. The electronic energy is given relative to the
energy of the LS state. Inset : HS--LS electronic energy difference DEel:HL as a
function of the Fe�N bond-length change; the shaded region indicates the
3500–6000 cm�1 experimental range.
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try optimisation. Based on this criterion, the RPBE GGA and the
B3LYP* hybrid functionals show the best performance.
The disparity in performance of the XC functionals for pre-

dicting DEel:HL of the [Fe(bpy)3]
2+ complex points to the inherent

difficulty of XC functionals to predict the relative energies of
states of different spin multiplicities correctly, particularly for
spin-crossover systems[27,49,60–62] but also for spin-forbidden
chemical reactions.[88] This is emphasised by the fact that for
the TZP basis set the 5E and the 5A1 components of the quintet
state are consistently predicted to be nearly degenerate, that
is within the chemical accuracy of 350 cm�1, by functionals
which behave quite differently when it comes to evaluating
the HS--LS energy gap. Given that the PBE, RPBE and PBE1PBE
functionals have the same correlation contribution but differ in
the exchange contribution, the remarkable divergence be-
tween their estimates of DEel:HL must be due to the difficulty in
correctly treating the exchange contribution in the approxi-
mate functionals. The key point is that the approximate ex-
change functionals have to account for the variation of the ex-
change interaction (Fermi correlation) correctly, hence of jEX j ,
with increasing or decreasing spin polarisation as in the case
of a change of spin-state. For the GGA functionals, this implies
that the exchange enhancement factor FX intervening in the
definition of EGGAX [Eq. (9)] has to increase correctly with the re-
duced spin-density gradients ss(r) so as to depart rapidly from
its LDA value of FX(0)=1 and thus to overcome the underesti-
mation of the exchange energy inherited from their LDA com-
ponent for both spin-unpolarised and spin-polarised systems.
For spin-unpolarised systems with 1›(r)=1fl(r)=1(r)/2,
Figure 10 allows the comparison of the enhancement factors
of the B88, PW91, PBE and RPBE exchange functionals.
Therein FX is plotted against the reduced charge-density gra-

dient, s(r)= j51(r) j /[2(3p2)1/314/3(r)] , for s2[0,3] , that is, for s in
the range which is energetically important for atomic and mo-
lecular systems.[43] For the purpose of our discussion, it suffices
to note that 1) the four FX functions increase with s and are
almost superimposable for 0� s�0.7, 2) in the most significant
interval 0.7� s�2, the FPW91X , FPBEX and even the FB88X enhance-
ment factors still behave quite similarly, but FRPBEX is found to
be larger than the three other functions everywhere in this
range. Of the four GGA exchange functionals, the RPBE thus
provides the largest nonlocal corrections to the LDA exchange
energy for the spin-unpolarised case.
For spin-polarised systems, the gradient correction is even

more important since the exchange interactions increase with
the spin polarisation z(r)= [1›(r)�1fl(r)]/1(r). The dependence
of EGGAX on 1(r) is made more obvious by recasting Equation (9)
in the form of Equation (13):

EGGAX ½1",1#� ¼ CX

Z
dr14=3ðrÞFX½zðrÞ,sðrÞ� ð13Þ

The exchange enhancement factor FX(z,s), derived by setting
1›=1(1+ z)/2 and 1fl=1(1�z)/2 in Equation (9) and by ne-
glecting contributions in 5z,[43] gives Equation (14):

FXðz,sÞ ¼
1
2
ð1þ zÞ4=3FX½s=ð1þ zÞ1=3� þ 1

2
ð1�zÞ4=3FX½s=ð1�zÞ1=3�

ð14Þ

FX(z,s) is represented in Figure 11, along with the gradient cor-
rection FX(z,s)�FX(z,s=0), for the B88, PW91, PBE and RPBE ex-
change functionals as function of z for s=0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2. In
all cases, the enhancement factor increases with the spin polar-
isation. For s=0, that is in LDA, it reduces to FX(z,s=0)= 1

2[(1+

z)4/3+ (1�z)4/3] . The gradient corrections increase with increas-
ing values of s. For small values of s they are quite similar for
the four functionals considered. At higher values of s, that is
for s�1.5, the FRPBEX is again found to give the largest gradient
correction. Therefore the success of the RPBE XC functional in
correctly predicting the HS--LS energy difference in
[Fe(bpy)3]

2+ can be ascribed to an improved gradient correc-
tion to the LDA exchange energy for both spin-unpolarised
and spin-polarised systems as compared to PBE, PW91 and
BP86 GGAs, thus allowing a more reliable description of the
change in exchange energy which accompanies the spin-state
change. The requirement of correctly rendering the variation
of the exchange energy upon the change of spin-state is also
important because of the large metal–ligand bond-length dif-
ference between the two states as the reduced gradient s in-
creases when bonds stretch and exchange turns on with in-
creasing s values.[41,43]

As a cautious note, we believe at this point that it is worth
insisting that the success met with the RPBE functional for the
evaluation of the HS--LS energy difference in [Fe(bpy)3]

2+ , or
even in [Fe(H2O)6]

2+ as in ref. [27] , does not imply that this
GGA is the functional of choice for the description of iron(II)
complexes. For instance, for the [Fe(NH3)6]

2+ complex investi-
gated in ref. [28], although the RPBE functional outperforms
the BP86, BLYP, PW91 and PBE GGAs and performs as well as
more recent functionals, it still underestimates the best ab
initio estimate of the HS--LS energy difference, the best overall

Figure 10. Plot of the exchange enhancement factors FX for the B88 (*),
PW91 (&), PBE (~) and RPBE (^) exchange functionals against the reduced
charge-density gradient s(r)= j51(r) j /[2(3p2)1/314/3(r)] (results for the spin-
unpolarised case).
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agreement for the energetics of the studied simple
[Fe(H2O)6]

2+ and [Fe(NH3)6]
2+ complexes being found for the

PBE1PBE functional.
For the hybrid functionals B3LYP [Eq. (10)] and PBE1PBE

[Eq. (11)] , the contribution a0 of the exact-exchange energy E
KS
X ,

Equation (7), has a substantial influence on the evaluation of
the HS--LS energy gap. Figure 12 gives DEel:HL plotted against a0
for 0�a0�0.3. In this interval DEel:HL for the two functionals are
decreasing functions of a0. They cross the 3500–6000 cm�1

range of the experimental DEel:HL values for a0 values of between
0.10 and 0.15, the value a0=0.15 being actually used in the
B3LYP* functional by Reiher et al.[60,61] For an exact-exchange
contribution smaller than 10%, the HS--LS energy gap is over-
estimated as a consequence of the underestimation of the ex-
change energy. This is best illustrated by considering the a0=0
limit. Using the PBE1PBE formula, the exchange contribution
reduces to the PBE exchange functional, which was shown
above not to provide sufficient gradient corrections to the LDA
exchange energy. With the B3LYP expression, the exchange
contribution becomes ELDAX +aXDE

B
X with aX=0.72. It also under-

estimates exchange since its GGA part consists of a drastic re-
duction to 72% of the Becke’s 1988 nonlocal correction DEBX

which was already found to be too small. With regard to the
issue of the amount of the exact exchange to be included in
hybrids, the above results support the idea that, for the ener-
getics of transition metal complexes, it must be further re-
duced relative to its generally admitted value of about 1/4. A
contribution of �10% seems to be the more appropriate.
We end our discussion by reconsidering the remarks made

in Section 5.2 that the use of the RPBE GGA and of the hybrids
yields the longest metal–ligand bonds for the complex in a
given spin-state, and that the Fe�N bond obtained with a
hybrid is longer the larger the contribution of the exact ex-
change. From the analysis of the results obtained for the ener-
getics and the trend of the HF method to give too long
metal–ligand bonds due to the lack of correlation, it actually
appears that both phenomena can be explained by the fact
that correlation turns off relative to exchange with an increase
of the latter,[43] since 1) as compared to the other GGAs there is
a relative enhancement of exchange with the RPBE provided
by significant gradient corrections to the LDA exchange
energy and, similarly, 2) the admixture of exact-exchange
energy in hybrids is at the origin of an increase of exchange.

5. Concluding Remarks

We have examined the extension of the HS!LS relaxation
model used for spin-crossover systems to the LS complex
[Fe(bpy)3]

2+ . For this purpose, [Fe(bpy)3]
2+ has been character-

ised in the LS and HS states using density functional ap-
proaches. The BP86, PW91, PBE and RPBE GGAs and the B3LYP,
B3LYP* and PBE1PBE hybrids have been employed in combina-
tion with the STO DZ and TZP and the GTO TZVP and 6-311+

G** basis sets. The main results and conclusions obtained are
summarised below.

Figure 11. a) Exchange enhancement factor FX(z,s) [Eq. (14)] for the B88 (*),
PW91 (&), PBE (~) and RPBE (^) exchange functionals as a function of z for
fixed s values. b) Plots of the gradient corrections FX(z,s)�FX(z,s=0).

Figure 12. Dependence of the electronic energy difference DEel:HL between
the HS 5A1 and LS 1A1 states on the a0 coefficient of the exact-exchange con-
tribution in the B3LYP [& Eq. (10)] and PBE1PBE [* Eq. (11)] hybrids (results
of geometry optimisations performed with the TZVP basis set). The shaded
region indicates the range of the experimental values.
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1) By applying the relaxation model to [Fe(bpy)3]
2+ , a zero-

point energy difference DEoHL of between 2500 and
5000 cm�1 was estimated for the complex embedded in dif-
ferent crystalline hosts and a molecular volume change of
DVHL�25 ;3 was deduced from the pressure study of its re-
laxation dynamics. The assumption central to this approach
of an Fe�N bond-length change of DrHL�0.2 ; was validat-
ed at all the considered theoretical levels, and the calcula-
tions furthermore gave DVHL values in good agreement
with the experimental estimate. These results therefore es-
tablish the validity of the extension of the relaxation model
used for the spin-crossover complexes to the LS complex
[Fe(bpy)3]

2+ .
2) The density functional calculations led to the characterisa-

tion of the D3 complex in the 1A1,
5E and 5A1 states which

were shown to correspond to the octahedral ligand-field LS
1A1g(t

6
2g) and HS 5T2g(t

4
2ge

2
g) states, the quintet states resulting

from the trigonal splitting of the octahedral HS state. The
spin-state change from the LS state to any of the HS com-
ponent schematically corresponds to the promotion of two
electrons from the frontier nonbonding a1 and e KS levels
of octahedral Fe(t2g) parentage into the frontier antibond-
ing KS e level of octahedral Fe(eg) parentage. This explains
the large increase of the Fe�N bond distance of about
0.2 ; upon the change of spin states which constitutes the
main structural evolution in the complex. With regard to
the HS geometries, they are quite similar as the difference
in their electronic structure essentially involves an electron-
ic rearrangement within the frontier nonbonding KS levels
of octahedral Fe(t2g) parentage.

3) The STO TZP and GTO TZVP basis sets proved to be of simi-
lar quality for the description of the geometry and the en-
ergetics of [Fe(bpy)3]

2+ . They outperform the small STO DZ
basis set and constitute thus the best basis sets used.

4) Whereas the XC functionals consistently describe the LS
and HS geometries, they perform very differently with re-
spect to the energetics. For the calculations with the most
flexible and equivalent TZP and TZVP basis sets, the HS--LS
electronic energy difference that comes closest to the best
experimental estimate of 3500–6000 cm�1 is obtained with
the RPBE GGA (DEel:HL=6640 cm�1). This energy gap is over-
estimated when the BP86, PW91 and PBE GGAs are used
(11000–12000 cm�1) and it is underestimated with the hy-
brids. With the B3LYP (DEel:HL=766 cm�1) and PBE1PBE
(�951 cm�1) hybrids, [Fe(bpy)3]2+ is wrongly predicted as a
spin-crossover or HS complex. The result improves with the
B3LYP* hybrid (DEel:HL=3432 cm�1), which incorporates less
exact-exchange contribution than the B3LYP. We ascribe
the difficulties met with the DFT methods for the evalua-
tion of the HS--LS energy gap in [Fe(bpy)3]

2+ to the fact
that the exchange functionals do not properly take into ac-
count the variation of exchange when the spin polarisation
and the metal–ligand bond length significantly vary, as is
the case upon the change of spin-state in our system. This
deficiency is emphasised by the fact that the HS 5E and 5A1

states of a same spin multiplicity are consistently given by
all the GGAs as being nearly degenerate to within 350 cm�1

(4 kJmol�1). The overestimation of DEel:HL with the GGAs is
due to the fact that, despite the nonlocal corrections, the
B88, PW91 and PBE exchange GGAs still present the under-
estimation of exchange inherited from their LDA compo-
nent. The larger gradient correction of the RPBE exchange
GGA allows a better description of exchange which is at
the origin of the very good result achieved for the determi-
nation of DEel:HL with this functional. With the hybrids, ex-
change is overestimated and this explains the severe un-
derestimation of DEel:HL with the B3LYP and PBE1PBE func-
tionals. For the hybrids, the determination of the depend-
ence of the HS--LS energy difference on the exact-ex-
change contribution shows that the contribution in both
the B3LYP and PBE1PBE functionals should be reduced to
an amount of about 10% to achieve a good description of
the energetics of [Fe(bpy)3]

2+ .

Our results show that a reliable characterisation of the
[Fe(bpy)3]

2+ complex in the LS and HS states can be achieved
using density functional approaches but also that there is still
room for improving the XC functionals. With regard to the cor-
relation functionals, although their formal properties
differ,[54,55, 89] we cannot distinguish between them. Given that
exchange dominates the high-density limit,[63, 64] the evaluation
of the energy difference between states of different multiplici-
ties for electron-rich system such as iron(II) complexes suffers
mainly from the limitation of the exchange functionals. The dif-
ficulties encountered for the energetics suggest that the rela-
tive spin-state energies of a number of systems should be in-
corporated into the data sets that serve as benchmarks for XC
functionals or as training sets for their empirical design. To im-
prove our understanding of the photophysical properties of
[Fe(bpy)3]

2+ further and, in particular with regard to the dy-
namics of the photo-induced HS!LS relaxation, the role of
the environment must now be thoroughly investigated. In that
respect, we have extended our study so as to account for the
influence of solvation effects on the HS--LS energy gap and on
the optical and chiroptical properties of the complex.[90]
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